Maternity Leave Packet

Answers to Frequently Asked Questions about Maternity Leave, FMLA, FLA and WSHRC
Congratulations!

We hope you will find the information in this packet a helpful tool in planning your Maternity Leave.

Please Note: This summary is intended to be an aid in providing employees who will be on Maternity Leave with possible leave options.

While every attempt is made to align this packet with current Washington and Federal Leave Laws, it is important to remember these laws are ever-changing and information within this packet is subject to change without notice.
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. I just found out I'm pregnant – what should I do?
   Let your site administrator or supervisor know so that preliminary planning for coverage of your position can begin. When you have an estimated date of delivery, please submit the Application for Medical Leave form (Page 9) to Human Resources. The purpose of this form is to provide the District with estimated dates for your Maternity Leave.

2. How long can I keep working?
   You may work as long as you and your doctor agree. This is a medical decision that will not be made by the District. After the 4th month, you may be required to submit notes from your doctor stating that you may continue to work.

3. I am not due for a few weeks, but my Doctor has placed me off work. What do I do?
   If your date of release from work has changed, the District may request an updated doctor’s note to Human Resources with your new release from work date.

4. What is FMLA?
   FMLA stands for Family Medical Leave Act. FMLA allows qualified employees to take up to 12-weeks of job-protected leave and runs concurrently with sick leave and FLA. Since not all employees qualify for FMLA, please check with the Payroll department for eligibility requirements. The District will send FMLA eligibility paperwork to you when you begin your maternity leave. FMLA leave begins the first day you are placed off work for your pregnancy and/or delivery and runs concurrently with depletion of sick leave (and other available leave for classified employees). FMLA also allows you to have the employer paid benefits continue contributions to medical, dental and/or vision benefits. The employee will be responsible for his/her portion of the benefit cost. FMLA is limited to 12 workweeks every 12 months. The 12-month period is measured forward from the date of your first FMLA leave usage per fiscal year.

5. What is FLA?
   FLA stands for Washington State Family Leave Act. FLA is to allow employees leave from work for certain medical reasons, for birth or placement of a child, and for the care of certain family members who have a serious health condition. This builds on the existing similar benefits currently available under the federal Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) in case the federal law changes. It also provides additional benefits to women who are pregnant. The District does not pay for your benefits or salary under FLA. The employee is responsible for their entire benefit cost, if available leave has been exhausted.

6. What is the relationship between leave under the state FLA and leave for pregnancy disability under the Washington State Human Rights Commission regulations (WAC 162-30-020)?
   The Washington State Human Rights Commission (WSHRC) regulations against discrimination requires employers with 8 or more employees to provide a woman with a leave of absence for the period of time that she is sick or temporarily disabled because of pregnancy or childbirth. Employers must treat a woman on pregnancy related leave the same as other employees on leave for sickness or other temporary disabilities. This means that employers must provide the same disability leave benefits to women who are pregnant or have recently given birth as they provide to any other employee. This also means that disabilities related to pregnancy or childbirth cannot be excluded from an employer’s other leave or benefits policies.
This rule applies whether or not those employees qualify for federal FMLA or state FLA. This leave for pregnant women is in addition to their other benefits for family leave purposes.

7. I’ve delivered my baby, now what?
Please have your doctor complete the form entitled “Certification of Health Care Provider” (Page 11) and return the completed form to Human Resources as soon as possible. Please remember to contact the Payroll/Benefits department after the birth if you choose to add your baby to your health plan. The baby will only be covered under the mothers plan for the first 21 days.

8. What is the normal length of time I would be allowed to be off work?
Because every pregnancy is different, you and your doctor determine the length of time away from work. A routine maternity leave is 6 weeks following a natural delivery and 8 weeks following caesarian. You and your doctor may determine that you need additional time before or after the delivery of your baby.

9. When can I return to work?
You may return as soon as your doctor releases you. Again, this is a medical decision that will not be made by the District.

10. What if I want to stay out a little longer after my doctor releases me?
Once you receive medical clearance to return to work, you may request to remain off work for the remainder of the 12-week allowance available under FMLA (if you meet eligibility requirements) and up to 18 weeks under FLA. The District does not pay for your benefits or salary under FLA. The employee is responsible for their entire benefit cost.

11. I want to stay out even longer. Are there any other options?
You may request a Leave of Absence, but this time will be unpaid. Please be advised that you will not receive any salary or District-paid benefits during this leave. However, benefits may be purchased through the District.

12. Do I deplete my sick leave when I am on maternity leave?
Neither FMLA nor FLA require that an employee deplete their sick leave (or any other available leave). FMLA and FLA both require, however, that the employer allow the employee to take available paid leave (i.e., and employer cannot bar and employee from taking their accrued paid leave). There are cases where Short Term or Long Term Disability plans may require and employee to use all of their available Sick Leave before they are eligible to receive Disability benefits. Please contact the agency directly to discuss your plan.

13. What happens when I run out of leave?
Once all available leaves are exhausted, employees are on leave without pay.

14. Do I get paid during vacation and breaks, or for district in-service?
Depending on your work calendar, the salary is divided over 12 months so that you are paid an equal amount, even though you may be on summer vacation or a holiday break (i.e. winter break, spring break, etc.). You are, in reality, only paid for actual days you work or when you are attending district in-service.

15. Do holidays or non-duty days count against my time off?
Non-duty days and holidays are not deducted from your sick leave balance or counted towards FMLA or FLA. If school is closed, for instance for a vacation period during the winter holidays
or over the summer, and you are not expected to report to work for one or more weeks, those weeks may not be counted against FMLA/FLA leave.

16. What about my benefits?
Benefit coverage will continue until your doctor releases you to return to work. If your doctor has indicated you may return to work and you are still out under FMLA, District contribution to your benefits will continue. If FMLA is exhausted and you have not returned to work, the District will not continue to cover the cost of your benefits and you will be responsible for the full premium of your benefits.

17. How will my substitute be selected? Am I responsible for finding someone?
The site administrator and Human Resources will assist with finding someone to temporarily fill your position. If you have a recommendation, please inform your site administrator. Every effort will be made to grant your recommendation. Because our intent is to find the most qualified candidate, we cannot guarantee that your desired substitute will be chosen.

18. Will my maternity leave affect achieving full-time status?
Time taken for maternity leave is calculated as if you are still in your position. If you take extended periods of unpaid leave, it will affect your full-time status.

19. If I take a long leave, will I be placed back in my same assignment?
• If I am a certificated employee:
We try to place everyone in their first choice of school and grade but this is not a guarantee. On a short-term maternity leave that does not involve FLA leave, you will most likely return to the same class. It is important to remember that although FMLA and FLA are “job-protected leaves,” this does not mean you will return to the exact position you occupied prior to your leave. It is the obligation of the District to place you in the same or a comparable position within the scope of your credential upon your return.
• If I am a classified employee:
We try to place everyone in their original position, but this is not a guarantee. On a short-term maternity leave that does not involve FLA leave, you will most likely return to the same position you occupied prior to your leave. It is important to remember that although FMLA and FLA are “job-protected leaves,” this does not mean you will return to the exact position you occupied prior to your leave.

20. I have income protection, can I use it? How does it work?
Some voluntary disability plans cover maternity leave. Please contact the agency directly to discuss your plan. If the agency needs any information from the District, they will send the forms directly to Human Resources and the forms will be completed promptly.

21. I’m still confused, who can answer my other questions?
Human Resources is here to help! This whole topic can be very confusing, as every situation is quite different. We strongly suggest you make an appointment with Payroll/Benefits to talk about how your salary and benefits may be affected if you plan to take FMLA or FLA leave.
Timeline for Maternity Leaves

Example 1.
Employee works until birth (no disability during pregnancy), has no serious complications during birth, and takes 6 weeks leave for recovery from childbirth under Washington State Human Rights Commission regulations. In such a case, the employee’s 6 weeks of Pregnancy Disability Leave runs concurrently with the first 6 weeks of her federal FMLA leave; however, her state FLA leave does not begin to run until after her Pregnancy Disability Leave ends. Once the employee’s Pregnancy Disability Leave ends, her remaining 6 weeks of federal FMLA leave runs concurrently with the first 6 weeks of her state FLA leave. Once the employee’s federal FMLA leave is exhausted, she has 6 remaining weeks of state FLA leave (which results in a combined total of 18 weeks of leave).

Example 2.
Employee takes 6 weeks of pregnancy disability leave before the child is born because of pregnancy-related complications, followed by 6 weeks for recovery from childbirth. These 12 weeks of leave count as leave both under the Washington State Human Rights Commission pregnancy disability regulations and under the federal FMLA. Employee’s 12 weeks of state FLA leave do not begin to run until after the 12-week period of Pregnancy Disability Leave ends, providing Employee with a total of 24 weeks of leave.
LONG TERM CERTIFICATED SUBSTITUTE ORIENTATION

Listed below are items to discuss with your long-term substitute and/or your site administrator prior to your leave. Please note that not all of these topics will apply to every grade level. Please utilize what applies to you and your position and/or site.

1. Student information: health concerns, behavior, parent involvement (restraining orders); IEPs
2. Lesson plans: rest of the year plan (roughly), where to find all teacher’s guides and student material, workbooks
3. Discipline routine: behavior expectations, class rules, rewards and consequences
4. Class routine: daily schedule; rules regarding bathroom use, sharpening pencils, and drinks; signal used to get students’ attention; rainy days; emergency drills; roll call
5. Class list/seating chart
6. Yard duty responsibilities: where, when, what
7. Out of classroom activities: PE, music, computers, library
8. Prep period schedule
9. Grading procedures: grade book, report cards, grading system (percentage, letter grades, stickers, stamps), any portfolios
10. Homework policy: typical assignment, frequency
11. Birthdays: do you celebrate them, how? List of dates
12. Filing system
13. Student jobs/helpers
14. Special person of the week/month
15. Advice/procedures for minimum days or assembly schedule
16. State testing or upcoming events
17. Your telephone number or email and anticipated return date
APPLICATION FOR MEDICAL LEAVE

_____ Original application  _____ Extension/Change

Employee’s Name (printed)  Date of Hire  Social Security Number  Dept/Bldg

NOTE:
➢ Many of the following questions may appear personal, but requested information is necessary to determine your legal rights as to the requested leave. Any medical information will be kept in a confidential file.
➢ Any medical leave requires a doctor’s note.
➢ Any unpaid leave could affect retirement
➢ Signed leave slips must be turned in for any leave of absence.

I AM REQUESTING:

A. _____ Leave due to a serious health condition (if checked, also check one of the numbers listed below and fill out “Medical Leave Only” box on next page. Medical certification by the family member’s health care provider will also be required):

   _____ Myself  Is this related to an on-the-job injury?  _____ Yes  _____ No
   _____ Other Family Member (indicate relationship) ____________________________

B. _____ Leave to care for a newborn or newly placed adopted or foster child
   (if checked, fill out “Parental Leave Only” box on the next page.)
   Leave to begin: ________________________  Expected return:_______________________
   Date  Date

Have you taken any long-term, medical leaves in the past twelve (12) months?  _____ Yes  _____ No

I am aware that, consistent with negotiated agreement or Board policy, I must apply accrued paid leave (e.g. sick leave, emergency leave, personal leave, or vacation) to this leave period, except for maternity/disability which may be taken as unpaid leave.

I request that the District apply _______ days / hours of accrued _____________________ leave to this leave.
   (number)  (specify type(s) of paid leave)

I am aware that Family and Medical Leave (FMLA) regulations apply for certain long-term leaves. If I am eligible, up to twelve (12) weeks of my leave will be designated as FMLA. The twelve (12) week leave
entitlement shall include and count such time used for other leaves except it may not count the days used as sick leave for pregnancy or childbirth disability. If I fail to return* to work upon the conclusion of FMLA for reasons not due to illness or circumstances beyond my control, I may be responsible for reimbursing the Sequim School District for all medical premiums paid during any unpaid FMLA.

* An employee who returns to work for at least thirty (30) calendar days is considered to have “returned” to work.

MEDICAL LEAVE ONLY (answer all items):

1. What is the serious health condition? _______________________________________________________
2. When did you learn of the need for the leave? ______________________________________________
3. If the medical leave is for yourself, are you unable to work or to perform essential functions of your job? Yes _____ No _____
4. If the medical leave is due to a child’s medical condition, what is his/her age? ___________
5. If the medical leave is due to medical condition of a spouse, parent or child, is he/she capable of self-care? Yes _____ No _____ If no, why not? _______________________________________

PARENTAL LEAVE ONLY (answer all items):

1. Care of a newborn child? Yes _____ No _____ If yes, anticipated date of birth: ___________
2. Placement of an adopted child? Yes _____ No _____ If yes, date of birth: ________________
   Date of Placement: ___________________
3. Placement of a foster child? Yes _____ No _____ If yes, date of birth: ________________
   Date of Placement: ________________
4. If your spouse is employed by this school district, will the spouse take leave time to care for the same child? Yes _____ No _____ (if yes, provide name of spouse/employee as shared leave provisions apply.)
5. Name of other employee/spouse: ______________________________________________________

INSURANCE: If an employee chooses to enroll a newborn, or newly adopted dependent, on insurance, it is the responsibility of the employee to notify the District and the insurance company within sixty (60) days of birth or placement of child.

Contact – Payroll Benefits and Human Resources, Sequim S.D. 360-582-3267

Please contact the Payroll/Human Resources Office to schedule an appointment to meet concerning benefits, sick leave, changes in FTE, etc.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION CONCERNING BENEFITS:

If an employee depletes all available paid leave during a medical/parental leave of absence, covered employees and/or covered dependents will have the option to continue insurance coverage under COBRA (Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act). The Human Resource Department will contact you prior to termination of benefits to provide further information.

Employee Signature ____________________________ Date ____________
Administrator/Supervisor Signature ______________ Date ____________

Human Resource Department Use Only

Reviewed by ____________________________ Date ____________ Board Approval Date ____________
CERTIFICATION OF HEALTH CARE PROVIDER for
FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE

1. Employee’s Name (please print)______________________________________________________

2. Patient’s Name (please print)________________________________________________________

3. The attached sheet describes what is meant by a “Serious Health Condition” under the Family and Medical Leave Act. Does the patient’s condition qualify under any of the categories described? If so, please check the applicable category.

☐ (1) ☐ (2) ☐ (3) ☐ (4) ☐ (5) ☐ (6) ☐ None

4. Describe the medical facts which support your certification, including a brief statement as to how the medical facts meet the criteria of one of these categories. Do not disclose diagnosis.

5.a. State the approximate date the condition commenced, and the probable duration of the condition (and also the probable duration of the patient’s present incapacity, if different).

b. Will it be necessary for the employee to take work only intermittently or to work on a less than full schedule as a result of the condition (including for treatment described in item 6 below)?

☐ Yes ☐ No If yes, give the probable duration.

c. If the condition is a chronic condition (condition #4 on attached sheet) or pregnancy, state whether the patient is presently incapacitated and the likely duration and frequency of episodes of incapacity.

6.a. If additional treatments will be required for the condition, provide an estimate of the probable number of such treatments.

If the patient will be absent from work or other daily activities because of treatment on an intermittent or part-time basis, also provide an estimate of the probable number and interval between such treatments, actual or estimated dates of treatment if known, and period required for recovery, if any.

1Here and elsewhere on this form, the information sought relates only to the condition for which the employee is taking FMLA leave.

2“Incapacity”, for the purpose of FMLA, is defined to mean inability to work, attend school or perform other regular daily activities due to the serious health condition, treatment therefore, or recovery therefrom.
b. If any of these treatments will be provided by another provider of health services (e.g., physical therapist), please state the nature of the treatments.

c. If a regimen of continuing treatment by the patient is required under your supervision, provide a general description of such regimen (e.g., prescription drugs, physical therapy requiring special equipment).

7.a. If medical leave is required for the employee’s absence from work because of the employee’s own condition (including absence due to pregnancy or a chronic condition), is the employee unable to perform work of any kind?

☐ Yes ☐ No

b. If able to perform some work, is the employee unable to perform any one or more of the essential functions of the employee’s job (the employee or the employer should supply you with information about the essential job functions)?

c. If neither “a” nor “b” applies, is it necessary for the employee to be absent from work for treatment?

☐ Yes ☐ No

8.a. If leave is required to care for a family member of the employee with a serious health condition, does the patient require assistance for basic medical or personal needs or safety, or for transportation?

☐ Yes ☐ No

b. If no, would the employee’s presence to provide psychological comfort be beneficial to the patient or assist in the patient’s recovery?

☐ Yes ☐ No

c. If the patient will need care only intermittently or on a part-time basis, please indicate the probable duration of this need.

Signature of Health Care Provider ______________________________ Type of Practice ______________________________

Address ______________________________ Telephone Number ______________________________

State the care you will provide and an estimate of the period during which care will be provided, including a schedule if leave is to be taken intermittently or if it will be necessary for you to work less than a full schedule.

Signature of Employee ______________________________ Date ______________________________
A “Serious Health Condition” means an illness, injury impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves one of the following:

1. **Hospital Care** – Inpatient care (i.e., an overnight stay) in a hospital, hospice, or residential medical care facility, including any period of incapacity² or subsequent treatment in connection with or consequent to such inpatient care.

2. **Absence Plus Treatment**
   
   a. A period of incapacity² of more than three consecutive calendar days (including any subsequent treatment for period of incapacity² relating to the same condition), that also involves:
      
      1) **Treatment** two or more times by a health care provider, by a nurse or physician’s assistant, under direct supervision of a health care provider, or by a provider of health care services (e.g., physical therapist) under orders of, or on referral by, a health care provider; or
      
      2) **Treatment** by a health care provider on at least one occasion which results in a regimen⁴ of continuing treatment under the supervision of the health care provider.

3. **Pregnancy** – Any period of incapacity² due to pregnancy, or for prenatal care.

4. **Chronic Conditions Requiring Treatments**
   
   A chronic condition which:
      
   1) Requires periodic visits for treatment by a health care provider, or by a nurse or physician’s assistant under direct supervision of a health care provider;
   
   2) Continues over an extended period of time (including recurring episodes of a single underlying condition); and
   
   3) May cause episodic rather than a continuing period of incapacity² (e.g., asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, etc.)

5. **Permanent/Long-term Conditions Requiring Supervision** – A period of incapacity² which is permanent or long-term due to a condition for which treatment may not be effective. The employee or family member must be under the continuing supervision of, but not be receiving active treatment by, a health care provider. Examples include Alzheimer’s, a severe stroke, or the terminal stages of a disease.

6. **Multiple Treatments (Non-Chronic Conditions)** – any period of absence to receive multiple treatments (including any period of recovery therefore) by a health care provider or by a provider of health care service under orders of, or on referral by, a health care provider, either for restorative surgery after an accident or other injury, or for a condition that would likely result in a period of incapacity² of more than the consecutive calendar days in the absence of medical intervention or treatment, such as cancer (chemotherapy, radiation, etc.), severe arthritis (physical therapy), kidney disease (dialysis).

---

³Treatment includes examinations to determine if a serious health condition exists and evaluations of the condition. Treatment does not include routine physical examinations, eye examinations, or dental examinations.

⁴A regimen of continuing treatment includes, for example, a course of prescription medication (e.g., an antibiotic) or therapy requiring special equipment to resolve or alleviate the health condition. A regimen of treatment does not include the taking of over-the-counter medication such as aspirin, antihistamines, or salves; or bed-rest, drinking fluids, exercise, and other similar activities that can be initiated without a visit to a health care provider.
EMPLOYEE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
UNDER THE FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT

Basic Leave Entitlement
FMLA requires covered employers to provide up to 12 weeks of unpaid, job-protected leave to eligible employees for the following reasons:

- for incapacity due to pregnancy, prenatal medical care or child birth;
- to care for the employee’s child after birth, or placement for adoption or foster care;
- to care for the employee’s spouse, son, daughter or parent, who has a serious health condition; or
- for a serious health condition that makes the employee unable to perform the employee’s job.

Military Family Leave Entitlements
Eligible employees whose spouse, son, daughter or parent is on covered active duty or call to covered active duty status may use their 12-week leave entitlement to address certain qualifying exigencies. Qualifying exigencies may include attending certain military events, arranging for alternative childcare, addressing certain financial and legal arrangements, attending certain counseling sessions, and attending post-deployment reintegration briefings.

FMLA also includes a special leave entitlement that permits eligible employees to take up to 26 weeks of leave to care for a covered service member during a single 12-month period. A covered service member is:
(1) a current member of the Armed Forces, including a member of the National Guard or Reserves, who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation or therapy, is otherwise in outpatient status, or is otherwise on the temporary disability retired list, for a serious injury or illness*;
(2) a veteran who was discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable at any time during the five-year period prior to the first date the eligible employee takes FMLA leave to care for the covered veteran, and who is undergoing medical treatment, recuperation, or therapy for a serious injury or illness.*

*The FMLA definitions of “serious injury or illness” for current servicemembers and veterans are distinct from the FMLA definition of “serious health condition”.

Benefits and Protections
During FMLA leave, the employer must maintain the employee’s health coverage under any “group health plan” on the same terms as if the employee had continued to work. Upon return from FMLA leave, most employees must be restored to their original or equivalent positions with equivalent pay, benefits, and other employment terms.

Use of FMLA leave cannot result in the loss of any employment benefit that accrued prior to the start of an employee’s leave.

Eligibility Requirements
Employees are eligible if they have worked for a covered employer for at least 12 months, have 1,250 hours of service in the previous 12 months*, and if at least 50 employees are employed by the employer within 75 miles.

*Special hours of service eligibility requirements apply to airline flight crew employees.

Definition of Serious Health Condition
A serious health condition is an illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that involves either an overnight stay in a medical care facility, or continuing treatment by a health care provider for a condition that either prevents the employee from performing the functions of the employee’s job, or prevents the qualified family member from participating in school or other daily activities.

Subject to certain conditions, the continuing treatment requirement may be met by a period of incapacity of more than 3 consecutive calendar days combined with at least two visits to a health care provider or one visit and a regimen of continuing treatment, or incapacity due to pregnancy, or incapacity due to a chronic condition. Other conditions may meet the definition of continuing treatment.

Use of Leave
An employee does not need to use this leave entitlement in one block. Leave can be taken intermittently or on a reduced leave schedule when medically necessary. Employees must make reasonable efforts to schedule leave for planned medical treatment so as not to unduly disrupt the employer’s operations. Leave due to qualifying exigencies may also be taken on an intermittent basis.

Substitution of Paid Leave for Unpaid Leave
Employees may choose or employers may require use of accrued paid leave while taking FMLA leave. In order to use paid leave for FMLA leave, employees must comply with the employer’s normal paid leave policies.

Employee Responsibilities
Employees must provide 30 days advance notice of the need to take FMLA leave when the need is foreseeable. When 30 days notice is not possible, the employee must provide notice as soon as practicable and generally must comply with an employer’s normal call-in procedures.

Employees must provide sufficient information for the employer to determine if the leave may qualify for FMLA protection and the anticipated timing and duration of the leave. Sufficient information may include that the employee is unable to perform job functions, the family member is unable to perform daily activities, the need for hospitalization or continuing treatment by a health care provider, or circumstances supporting the need for military family leave. Employees also must inform the employer if the requested leave is for a reason for which FMLA leave was previously taken or certified. Employees also may be required to provide a certification and periodic recertification supporting the need for leave.

Employer Responsibilities
Covered employers must inform employees requesting leave whether they are eligible under FMLA. If they are, the notice must specify any additional information required as well as the employees’ rights and responsibilities. If they are not eligible, the employer must provide a reason for the ineligibility.

Covered employers must inform employees if leave will be designated as FMLA-protected and the amount of leave counted against the employee’s leave entitlement. If the employer determines that the leave is not FMLA-protected, the employer must notify the employee.

Unlawful Acts by Employers
FMLA makes it unlawful for any employer to:

- interfere with, restrain, or deny the exercise of any right provided under FMLA; and
- discharge or discriminate against any person for opposing any practice made unlawful by FMLA or for involvement in any proceeding under or relating to FMLA.

Enforcement
An employee may file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor or may bring a private lawsuit against an employer.

FMLA does not affect any Federal or State law prohibiting discrimination, or supersed any State or local law or collective bargaining agreement which provides greater family or medical leave rights.

FMLA section 109 (29 U.S.C. § 2619) requires FMLA covered employers to post the text of this notice. Regulation 29 C.F.R. § 825.300(a) may require additional disclosures.
Pregnancy/Maternity Leave Questions

Q. Can an employer refuse to hire a woman because she is pregnant?

No. A qualified woman who is pregnant must be considered for any position she applies for. It is an unfair practice to refuse to hire a woman because she is pregnant or may become pregnant.

Q. Is a woman entitled to maternity leave?

Under the law a pregnant woman is allowed to ask for medical leave away from work. This may include all the time her medical provider thinks is required. The law requires the employer to allow a pregnant woman time away from work for abnormal conditions. [FMLA]

Q. Is there a set period of time off of work for leave during pregnancy?

Under the law there is no set period of time off of work for pregnancy problems. The employer is expected to allow a woman time off work whenever the medical provider requests time off. Assuming the request is because she is medically unable to work. [FMLA]

Q. Is the employee entitled to full pay while on maternity leave?

The law doesn’t talk about pay while on maternity leave. So the basic answer is no. However, if the employer offers short-term disability insurance for other temporary disabilities, then the employer must offer it for pregnancy.

Q. Is the employee entitled to her job back after she delivers the baby?

Yes. Once the medical provider releases the woman to return to work the employer is expected to bring her back. However, the employer is not required to keep her specific position open though. If necessary the employer may fill the original position. Then the employer is expected to bring the employee back to work in a similar position after her medical provider releases her.

Q. If my employer temporarily fills a position with someone else while a woman is out on maternity leave and then doesn’t want to bring her back because they like the other person better can they do that?

The law allows the employer to fill a position if business necessity requires it. However, the law also says that an employer needs to bring the woman back to work after she is released. Therefore, returning her to a similar position is expected. But it may not be the one that she held prior to her leave.

Q. Can an employee be laid off or fired while pregnant or on maternity leave?

Not because of the pregnancy or related medical leave. However, if the employer is conducting a general reduction in force then her position may be included. The reduction in force must be based on business needs. Also performance problems can be addressed while the employee is pregnant.
Q. At what time in the pregnancy must the employee stop working?

The employee and her medical provider decide when she must stop working. There is no standard time when a pregnant employee needs to stop working. If the employee is medically able to work she can work until she delivers the baby.

Q. If an employee experiences morning sickness or another related physical condition due to the pregnancy is she permitted to take leave during this time and then return to work for the remaining period of this pregnancy?

Generally if a woman suffers an unusual condition related to her pregnancy then she is entitled to ask for time away from work. It is expected that she will be granted time away from work. No matter how long the need for time off work, the employer should bring the woman back when her medical provider releases her.

Q. Must an employer provide health insurance coverage for pregnancy, childbirth and related medical conditions?

Yes, if the employer offers health insurance for other temporary medical conditions. Then the employer needs to provide insurance that covers pregnancy.

Q. Is the employee on maternity leave entitled to take additional time off for childcare and/or bonding with the child?

Under discrimination law the employer is not required to grant leave for childcare or bonding. However, there may be other laws that apply to this type of leave and they should be reviewed. [FMLA]

Q. Can my employer decide when I have to go on leave before the baby is born?

No. The woman and her medical provider determine the length of time she is excused from work.

Q. Can I expect to have my job duties altered to accommodate my medical condition because I am pregnant?

If there were an abnormal physical condition, asking for a change of job duties is considered a reasonable accommodation. Changing minor job functions can be a reasonable accommodation. The employer does not need to make major changes in job duties in order to accommodate an employee. Follow the employer’s normal way of asking for a change at work.

Q. Can an employer decrease an employee’s work hours because she is pregnant?

An employer must treat a woman who is pregnant the same as any other employee. An employer must have a business reason for changing the employee’s work schedule. If decreased hours are part of a reasonable accommodation request by the employee the request should usually be granted.

Q. Does an employee lose seniority rights when she takes disability leave due to pregnancy?

No, as long as the employer’s policy allows it. If the policy permits the employee to keep and build benefits during a leave for other short-term disabilities the same policy needs to apply to pregnancy. If there is no policy then seniority should not be lost.
Washington State Family Leave Act

Related L&I Topics

- **Caring for sick family members**

The Washington State [Family Leave Act (FLA)](https://www.fl.gov/2006) (2006) is enforced by the Department of Labor & industries under the following three circumstances:

1. In the case of a pregnancy, when a woman works for an employer who has 50 or more employees within 75 miles of the pregnant woman’s worksite, and she has worked for the employer at least one year and she has worked 1,250 hours in the past 12 months, she will qualify for an additional 12 weeks of the state family leave (FLA) in addition to the pregnancy disability leave ordered off by her health care provider. This will give her more total protected leave from work than the leave offered under the federal Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA).

2. In a case where the employee qualifies for FMLA (50 employees within 75 miles, one year or more tenure, and having worked 1,250 hours in the past 12 months) and the employee wishes to use the leave to care for a registered domestic partner with a serious health condition. In this case the employee will qualify for the state family leave (FLA) but not for the federal FMLA.

3. If a qualifying employee exhaust all or part of their FMLA for an exigent reason related to a military deployment or for military caregiver leave, then they may have access to all 12 weeks of their state family leave for self care or the care of a seriously ill family member. [See FMLA Military Family Leave Entitlements](https://files.fl.gov/2006).

For more detailed information:

- [Table of Family Care and Family Leave Laws](https://files.fl.gov/2006) (131 KB PDF)- Provides a comparison of state and federal laws regarding leave for pregnancy and other family care issues.
WAC 162-30-020
Pregnancy, childbirth, and pregnancy related conditions.

(1) **Purposes.** The overall purpose of the law against discrimination in employment because of sex is to equalize employment opportunity for men and women. This regulation explains how the law applies to employment practices that disadvantage women because of pregnancy or childbirth.

(2) **Findings and definitions.** Pregnancy is an expectable incident in the life of a woman. Discrimination against women because of pregnancy or childbirth lessens the employment opportunities of women.

(a) "Pregnancy" includes, but is not limited to, pregnancy, the potential to become pregnant, and pregnancy related conditions.

(b) "Pregnancy related conditions" include, but are not limited to, related medical conditions, miscarriage, pregnancy termination, and the complications of pregnancy.

(3) **Unfair practices.**

(a) It is an unfair practice for an employer, because of pregnancy or childbirth, to:

(i) Refuse to hire or promote, terminate, or demote, a woman;

(ii) Impose different terms and conditions of employment on a woman.

(b) The sole exception to (a) of this subsection is if an employer can demonstrate business necessity for the employment action. For example, an employer hiring workers into a training program that cannot accommodate absences for the first two months might be justified in refusing to hire a pregnant woman whose delivery date would occur during those first two months.

(c) It is an unfair practice to base employment decisions or actions on negative assumptions about pregnant women, such as:

(i) Pregnant women do not return to the job after childbirth;

(ii) The time away from work required for childbearing will increase the employer's costs;

(iii) The disability period for childbirth will be unreasonably long;

(iv) Pregnant women are frequently absent from work due to illness;

(v) Clients, co-workers, or customers object to pregnant women on the job;

(vi) The terms or conditions of the job may expose an unborn fetus to risk of harm.

(4) **Leave policies.**

(a) An employer shall provide a woman a leave of absence for the period of time that she is sick or temporarily disabled because of pregnancy or childbirth. Employers must treat a woman on pregnancy related leave the same as other employees on leave for sickness or other temporary disabilities. For example:

(i) If an employer provides paid leave for sickness, or other temporary disabilities, the employer should provide paid leave for pregnancy related sickness or disabilities;

(ii) If the uniform policy requires a physician's statement to verify the leave period, a physician's statement may be required to verify the leave period relating to pregnancy or childbirth.

(iii) If the uniform policy permits the retention and accrual of benefits, such as seniority, retirement, and pension rights, during the leave period for other temporary disabilities, the policy must also permit it during leave for pregnancy related temporary disabilities.

(iv) If the employer permits extensions of leave time (e.g., use of vacation or leave without pay) for sickness or other temporary disabilities, the employer should permit such extensions for pregnancy related sickness or disabilities.

(b) There may be circumstances when the application of the employer's general leave policy to pregnancy or childbirth will not afford equal opportunity for women and men. One circumstance would be where the employer allows no leave for any sickness or other disability by any employee, or so little leave time that a pregnant woman must terminate employment. Because such a leave policy has a disparate impact on women, it is an unfair practice, unless the policy is justified by business necessity.

(c) An employer shall allow a woman to return to the same job, or a similar job of at least the same pay, if she has taken a leave of absence only for the actual period of disability relating to pregnancy or childbirth. Refusal to do so must be justified by adequate facts concerning business necessity.

(d) Employers may be required to provide family medical leave, in addition to leave under this chapter. Please see appropriate federal and state family and medical leave laws and regulations.

(5) **Employee benefits.** Employee benefits provided in part or in whole by the employer must be equal for male and female employees. For example, it is an unfair practice to:
(a) Provide full health insurance coverage to male employees but fail to provide full health insurance coverage, including pregnancy and childbirth, to female employees.

(b) Provide maternity insurance to the wives of male employees but fail to provide the same coverage to female employees.

(6) **Marital status immaterial.** The provisions of this chapter apply irrespective of marital status.

(7) **Labor unions and employment agencies.** The provisions of this chapter apply equally to employers, labor unions, and employment agencies.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 49.60.120(3). WSR 99-15-025, § 162-30-020, filed 7/12/99, effective 8/12/99; Order 15, § 162-30-020, filed 9/28/73; Order 11, § 162-30-020, filed 6/26/72.]